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Abstract
In this research we studied the correlation between the level of students’ online participation and their overall performances. We examined in this study, the participation level in different learning activities assigned to two large cohorts of learners, and compared them with their final grades at the end of the year. We defined the quality of their participation in the online course as being classified into the level of learning activities in which they participated. Learning activities were grouped into four levels which were identified namely at the knowledge, understanding, critical thinking skills and practical competencies. The findings revealed that participation in higher-order online learning activities, that is the higher ability to show critical skills and practical competencies, resulted in better grades of the learners in the module. However, the results also highlighted that overall students had a tendency to score more marks in the knowledge category as the activities required lower order cognitive skills. It was further observed that low performers demonstrated a tendency to obtain lower marks in all the four grouping levels and vice-versa for high performers. Two key elements can be concluded from the findings. The first aspect is about instructional design of such online courses where there is a need for the inclusion of learning activities targeted at the development of different types of skills, and second is the distribution and weighting given to these categories. The recommendation is that for first year students, a greater weighting of marks toward knowledge level activities will generally encourage good performances, and this could be gradually reviewed when they move on to level 2 onwards in their studies.

Abstract in French
Dans cette étude, nous avons étudié la corrélation entre le niveau de participation en ligne des étudiants et l’ensemble de leurs performances. Nous avons examiné le niveau de participation dans les différentes activités d’apprentissage attribuées à deux groupes d’apprenants et les avons comparées à leurs notes finales à la fin de l’année. Nous avons défini la qualité de leur participation dans le cours en ligne en fonction des activités d’apprentissage auxquelles ils ont participé. Les activités d’apprentissage ont été regroupées en quatre niveaux, à savoir les connaissances, la compréhension, les capacités de réflexion critique et les compétences pratiques. Les résultats ont révélé que la participation dans des activités d’apprentissage en ligne nécessitant des compétences d’ordre cognitive supérieur, a permis d’obtenir de meilleurs résultats dans le module. Cependant, les résultats ont également montré que les étudiants avaient tendance à avoir plus de points dans la catégorie des connaissances, car les activités nécessitaient des compétences cognitives de niveau inférieur. Il a également été observé que les étudiants moins performants manifestaient une tendance à obtenir des notes plus faibles dans les quatre niveaux.
de regroupement et vice-versa pour les plus performants. Deux éléments clés peuvent être conclus à partir des résultats. Le premier aspect concerne la conception pédagogique de ces cours en ligne où il est nécessaire d’inclure des activités d’apprentissage ciblées sur le développement de différents types de compétences, et la seconde est la distribution et la pondération accordée à ces catégories. La recommandation est que pour les étudiants de première année, une plus grande pondération des notes vers les activités de niveau de connaissances encouragera généralement de bonnes performances, et cela pourrait être revu graduellement quand ils passeront au niveau 2 dans leurs études.

Introduction

The integration of technology in teaching and learning has been transforming the traditional mode of instruction. The widespread use of technological devices has become a significant means of delivery of course contents, thus creating opportunities to make learning accessible from everywhere and at any time. Learners have the possibility of interacting, collaborating, contributing and participating in their online courses, irrespective of the time and location. Santally and Senteni (2013) could not conclude that a relationship exists between adapting content to be delivered to students based on their learning styles and their overall performances in a module. They postulate that achievement of the learner may also be based on aspects such as engagement to the course and learning consolidation through revision. Cheng and Chau (2016) highlight the relevance and significance of online participation and interaction in an online course, for effective learning to occur. Moreover, the emergence of digital technologies and the widespread access of open educational resources as a flexible approach to education brought a wide range of facilities for the learners to integrate both formal and informal learning (McGloughlin & Lee, 2010). Learners can maintain their learning space and participate, interact and socially engage in discussion fora, blogs and eLearning platforms (Cunningham, 2015; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Ke, 2010). Hence, this can empower the learners for autonomous and self-regulated learning. Although learners’ interaction, participation and completion of activities have been indicators of their engagement, it can also be significant to analyse the quality of learner participation, which is a key driver to determine and predict learning outcomes and performances. Considerable research has found that the quality, as well as the quantity, of participation needs to be addressed for learning performance (Abrami et al., 2011; Bernard et al., 2009; Chan & Chan, 2011; Naranjo et al., 2012).

Factors affecting student performances in online course

The advancement and potential of digital technology and its integration in teaching and learning have given rise to a growing number of online courses which resulted in an increased number of enrolled learners (Moore & Kearsley, 2005; Simonson et al., 2009). Learners, whether they are on-campus or online, are the essential asset of an institution and their academic performance and achievement can determine the future of the country’s economic and social development (Norhidayah et al., 2009) as it helps to find out if they are skilfully employable in the job market. Harvey’s (2000) study stated that graduates’ employability has been found to be a pressing issue on the Government’s mandate in many countries, given that the public frequently contributes to higher education investment (HEFCE-PISG, 1999), which in turn contribute to the national economic growth (Harvey, 2000).

Learners’ communication skill is one of the key factors that can affect their academic performance directly, as it is an essential and primary element to be used in the collaborative online environment. Online learning is not simply passive, but it is achieved through networking, communication and knowledge exchanges between tutor-learner and learner-to-learner (Cohen & Prusak, 2001; Lave & Wenger, ...
Communication is strongly associated with learners’ performances because it stimulates learners to actively participate, collaborate and engage in social exchanges, via course discussion fora and bulletin boards using online collaboration tools. Generally, since online learning is structured and based predominantly on assessment-based activities and participation, where communication serves as the basis for social interaction, contribution and collaboration, the latter becomes an influential factor in learner performance. A study carried out by Beaudoin (2002), assumed that improved learners’ interaction levels increase the effectiveness of both classroom and online courses. Consequently, communication can have a direct impact on the learning performance of learners, but most importantly, it affects those who are reluctant to getting engaged in discussions in the learning community. Mushtaq (2012) also supported the fact that communication affects learners’ performance in e-Learning environments and identified that there is a positive correlation between them.

Tutors frequently play a significant role in online courses and they act as online facilitators to the learners. A study by Vonderwell and Zachariah (2005) on the factors that affect learners’ participation online, found that learners’ participation was influenced by the technology and design interface. Interestingly, in a similar study, Vrasidas and McIsaac (1999) found that computer mediated communication is the central element that affects learners’ interaction. Various research studies (Arbaugh, 2002; Arbaugh & Duray, 2002; Hong, 2002; Piccoli et al., 2001) have also demonstrated the importance of learner attitudes towards technology as being an important factor in e-learning. Therefore, tutor guidance is a critical element that can influence and shape learners’ study attitudes and habits, which in turn will impact on their academic performance. Tutors can instruct the learners on how to foster positive attitudes and adjust to learning with technology, as proper guidance will help them to perform better (Hussain, 2006). Proper academic guidance is determined as a contributing factor in learners’ performances, achievement and satisfaction (Ferrer de Valero, 2001; Earl-Novell, 2006; Lovitts & Nelson, 2000).

**Quality of student participation in online courses**

McCoubrie (2004) and Case and Swanson (2001; pp.22-25) postulated on the use of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) as being a determinant to assess knowledge. Similarly, during the study of de Wever et al. (2009), researchers (McLoughlin & Luca, 2002; Dennen & Paulus, 2006; Robinson & Udall, 2006; Larres et al., 2003) argued the value of self-assessment and discussion activities as being a means to assess learners’ academic standards (Gibbs, 2006), effective social contributions (Sluijsmans et al., 1999; Freeman & McKenzie, 2002; Robinson & Udall, 2006) and knowledge construction (Dennen & Paulus, 2006). Consequently, the result of these specific activities indicated the quality of participation in which knowledge building processes occur (Cacciamani et al., 2012). Richardson (2010) supported the fact that blogging activities encouraged learners’ critical and analytical skills and are a means to enhance and promote their creative thinking abilities for academic writing. Similarly, it was also mentioned (Lin et al., 2006) that blogging activities can contribute to learner engagement by improving their communication and critical thinking skills. Researchers identified concept mapping as a graphical tool that can be used in the assessment of learners’ understanding of what they have learned (Sugihara et al., 2012; Yoshida et al., 2013; Nomura et al., 2014; Alkhateeb et al., 2015; Hirashima et al., 2011; 2015). Hence, a method to assess learners’ understanding is meaningful to judge their quality (level) of participation. Activities that require the learners to carry out practical assignments, demonstrating their thinking and understanding through prototypes, have been found to be reliable in assessing practical skills and the application of knowledge (Toplis & Allen,
Thus, the assessment of learners' abilities to model their ideas is a suitable criteria for evaluating the quality of participation and performance in a course. Hence, as supported by Greller et al. (2017), learner participation and commitment is a contributing element to academic success and the completion of a course.

The research context and hypothesis

The aim of the research study is to understand how variables such as the nature and quality (level) of student participation in online activities impacts on their overall performance. In this context, the research question that has been addressed is as follows:

“What is the relationship between quality of student participation (knowledge, understanding, critical thinking, practical skills) in learning activities and their performances in the online course?”

Methodology

The total population of this research study consisted of two cohorts of learners, enrolled on an online course, which was assessed through activity-based learning. The online course was a generic course, with open enrolment across all faculties of the University. Therefore, learners from different faculties had the possibility of enrolling on this online course, which was offered over one academic year consisting of 2 semesters of 15 weeks. The number of students for each cohort was 235 and 870 respectively, and they were all first-year university students. Data about the learners related to their performances in terms of overall grades and marks in the different learning activities of the online course.

The main approach was to use descriptive learning analytics. In an academic context, learning analytics occur as a result of course data combined with learning sciences, which is interpreted in an educational context. The concept of learning analytics describes the process of filtering these data, systematically quantifying them, and interpreting their meaning, so they can contribute to the improvement of teaching and learning (Macfadyen & Dawson, 2012). Recent studies (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Macfadyen & Dawson, 2010; Tempelaar et al., 2013; Wolff et al., 2013) have shown that recording learners’ behaviour can help to discover patterns that can lead to prediction, and with learning analytics these patterns of data can be indicators of outcomes which, if addressed, can substantially help to improve academic performance.

While learners’ consistent engagement is an important element for a successful learning experience, their quality of participation throughout different learning activities is also a reliable predictor to measure learning outcomes. In this study, a rubric was used to assess the quality of learners’ participation based on a series of learning activities assigned to the learners. There were nine learning activities in all, consisting of participation in a discussion forum, online Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), self-reflection, blogging and practical activities. The rubric consisted of four indicators namely knowledge, understanding, critical thinking skills, and practical competencies. The use of rubrics to quantify and measure the quality of participation is efficient as it can be used as a measurable scale with guidelines for fair assessment. The first aspect was to normalise the marks as for the knowledge category: the maximum allowable marks were 40, for critical and practical skills the upper limit was set to 20, while for understanding they could have a maximum of 10 marks. Based on the rubrics that were devised as evaluative criterion in this study, the various learning activities which yielded the following skills are described below.

Table 1: Rubric Indicators for assessing quality of participation
## Knowledge acquisition

Learning activities 1, 2, 3 and 4 were activities that promoted learning and assessed how much the learner had assimilated and then evaluated his or her knowledge from the responses. Activity 1 was a discussion forum activity, where learners were encouraged to communicate and collaborate by exchanging ideas on a specific topic. Activity 2 and 4 were quizzes activities, which consisted of a variety of types of questions, including multiple choice, single answer and true/false questions. Activity 3 was self-reflection activity, where the learner tried to communicate to the tutor and their peers about their prior knowledge on some background concepts. The outcome of these activities provided a method for assessing learner’s knowledge, derived from their choice of answers and their ability to explain their choice and defend their opinions.

## Critical thinking skills

Learning activities 5 and 7 were activities that helped to determine the relative importance for assessing learner’s critical skills and level of comprehension. Activity 5 was a blog activity, where the learner needed to go through two articles and demonstrate their understanding of the main points being discussed. Then forging a personal opinion, the learner was required to post constructive comments as well as reply to peers’ comments. In parallel, Activity 7 was a YouTube activity, where the learner was exposed to the concept of online video lectures and required to reflect on the potential of such approaches in educational settings after viewing two videos from the channel. The outcome of these activities provided a method to determine the extent to which instruction given to students helped them to think critically, assess their reasoning abilities, and acquire mastery of the content knowledge by formulating their own opinions.

### Understanding (knowledge deepening)

Learning activity 6 was an activity which provided a method for assessing learners’ understanding through a teaching technique that explained the connection between ideas, helping students to organize and structure their thoughts to understand specific information. This activity was based on the use of concept mapping to visually organise information in a schematically way to demonstrate the understanding of concepts and to communicate ideas.

### Practical competencies

Learning activities 8 and 9, were activities which determined the learner’s proficiency in creating and developing a product by applying into practice the theory which had been learned. It provided a method for assessing learners’ practical competencies and performance that implied the use of specific techniques acquired during the course. These practical activities required the learner to design and develop learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Activity 1</th>
<th>Activity 2</th>
<th>Activity 3</th>
<th>Activity 4</th>
<th>Activity 5</th>
<th>Activity 6</th>
<th>Activity 7</th>
<th>Activity 8</th>
<th>Activity 9</th>
<th>Mark per Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Acquisition – 25%</td>
<td>Discussion Forum</td>
<td>Online Quiz – Multimedia &amp; Learning</td>
<td>Online Forum activity</td>
<td>Online Quiz – Audio &amp; Video Technologies</td>
<td>Blog Critical Reflection Activity</td>
<td>Concept Mapping activity</td>
<td>YouTube Video Comment Activity</td>
<td>Educational Website Development</td>
<td>Application of eLearning Authoring Tool</td>
<td>Overall Maximum Merit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Thinking Skills – 25%</td>
<td>Blog Critical Reflection Activity</td>
<td>Concept Mapping activity</td>
<td>YouTube Video Comment Activity</td>
<td>Educational Website Development</td>
<td>Application of eLearning Authoring Tool</td>
<td>Overall Maximum Merit</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding (Knowledge Deepening) – 25%</td>
<td>Concept Mapping activity</td>
<td>YouTube Video Comment Activity</td>
<td>Educational Website Development</td>
<td>Application of eLearning Authoring Tool</td>
<td>Overall Maximum Merit</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Competencies – 25%</td>
<td>Application of eLearning Authoring Tool</td>
<td>Overall Maximum Merit</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resources through the use of educational technology tools. The learners had the option to choose two authoring tools out of three proposed; these were NVU, eXe Learning, and Cartoon Story Maker. While the NVU authoring tool is used to design and develop web pages, using a WYSIWYG editor, the eXe Learning is an application which practically allows learners to create self-contained web pages which can be published for different environments. Similarly, the Cartoon Story Maker, is an educational tool which allow learners to create a pedagogical scenario-based story, which can then be exported as HTML web-pages. These two assignments were outcome based with respect to the course learning outcomes, as learners had to demonstrate their skills acquired throughout the course.

**Findings**

A correlation of overall performance was carried out with the level/types of activities which learners participated in (a) grouped by faculties and (b) grouped by gender. We started by looking at the overall results to get a broader view of the overall students' performances, and then narrowed the focus to the specific correlation of each level of activities to the overall performances. Overall there was no significant difference between the performances of male and female learners as shown by the figures below. When looked at in the context of the faculty, it can be deduced that female students performed significantly better than male students only at the Faculty of Science (p < .05) at 95% confidence interval. With respect to the overall performances of learners in relation to the different faculties that they come from, it was found that the overall performances from the Faculty of Agriculture, Science, Engineering, Law and Management were significantly higher than the Faculty of Social Sciences and the Humanities.

![Box plot](image)

*Figure 1.*

In terms of the level of activities, the box plot as shown reveals that students scored significantly higher in terms of activities falling in the *knowledge* category that is at the lowest cognitive level. These activities focused more on recall of knowledge and consisted of basic forum postings and multiple choice questions. Interestingly fairly consistent marks were noted in the other activities falling under the understanding, critical thinking skills, and practical competencies categories.
Looking now at the data in the faculty context for each of the categories, it was observed that the trends are similar to the overall performances per faculty. In each of the categories, it was noticed that the scores for the Faculty of Social Studies and the Humanities were significantly lower than for the other faculties. In terms of critical thinking skills and practical competencies, the distribution is found to be rather broad.
for the Faculty of Social Studies and Humanities (SSH) as compared to a relatively compact distribution for the other faculties. The t-test confirms that overall, the marks scored in the four categories by the students are significantly lower for SSH as compared to the other faculties. The box plots also reveal that for the knowledge category, the upper mark limits were quite close to the maximum allowable mark for each of the faculties. This is mainly explained by the fact that students from the SSH faculty were among those who could be classified as the least proficient in terms of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) within the student population that followed the module. While it is clear that students’ marks within each category are positively correlated to the overall performance, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for each category with normalised marks. A strong positive correlation was found for each of the categories ($\rho = 0.8$) with a moderately positive one for the knowledge category ($\rho = 0.6$). For each of the categories, we further classified students’ achievements into three sub-levels (High for $x \geq 70$; Moderate for $50 \leq x < 70$ and Low for $x < 50$). The table below illustrates the correlation coefficient for each of the categories.

### Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>High - 0.386</td>
<td>Weak positive correlation to overall performance for all levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate - 0.190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low - 0.233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>High - 0.305</td>
<td>Weak positive relationship for High and Moderate achievers in the three categories, with a moderately strong relationship for the Low achievers in the Critical Thinking Skills, Understanding and Practical Competencies category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate - 0.402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low - 0.740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Thinking</td>
<td>High - 0.341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate - 0.466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low - 0.675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Skills</td>
<td>High - 0.270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate - 0.344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low - 0.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above table, a moderately strong positive correlation is present for those who earned relatively low marks in the Practical Competencies, Critical Thinking Skills and Understanding categories while a weak positive correlation was present for understanding for all the three levels (High, Low, Moderate). This suggests that if those who had low marks in the three categories (Understanding, Critical thinking skills and Practical Competencies) had made efforts to improve their marks in the related learning activities, the impact on improving their overall performances would have been more significant than if those who scored low marks in the Knowledge category made additional effort to improve their marks in that specific category. To confirm our initial observations, contingency tables were prepared to look at the number of students who performed low, moderate and high for each category (Knowledge, Critical thinking, Understanding and Practical competencies) and the number for each level who performed correspondingly in the overall performances. This was done both for the normalised marks (all the components treated on equal weighting) and for the original marks (with knowledge category having a higher weighted score compared to the other categories).

### Table 3-4:
Chi-square test of independence were performed with regards to the number of performers at each level and the corresponding overall performances. For the normalised data, it was found that the variables were dependent. For example, since Low performers correlate well with Low performers for overall for the different cases, it is natural to have a strong relationship between the two categories and thus a very small p-value. It is therefore clear that high performers had generally performed well in all the categories when the data were normalised and vice-versa for low performers.

Given that the total sum of marks originally allocated to the Knowledge category represented around 40% of the overall course, contingency tables were also devised using un-normalised data to look at the extent that the chi-square tests of independence might differ. From the table below it can be seen that about 80% of the total students of the two cohorts, and who performed highly in Knowledge Categories were in fact high overall performers, as compared to about only 35% of the total students who would have been high performers if they performed well in Knowledge categories when data was normalised (i.e. all categories distributed with equal weighting).

Table 5-6:
From a statistical perspective, the test of independence was still inconclusive, and the variables still showed a high degree of correlation. However, significant changes were noticed in the contingency tables for each category when the un-normalised data were used. This shows clearly how the actual overall performances of the students were affected and influenced for the majority of them by the raw marks they scored in the activities falling under the knowledge category.

**Discussion**

The module on education technologies was offered to mainly first year students of the University of Mauritius as a general education module. Students from all the five faculties enrolled on the module. The module required students to demonstrate practical skills in the use of ICT-related tools such as web authoring as well as the need to demonstrate understanding and critical thinking skills through concept mapping and online argumentation (blogging and reflective journals). While the module was strongly centred on Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), students did not *a priori* need to possess advanced technical skills to do well in the module. However, digital literacy skills are considered a desirable set of skills to assist in the smooth adaptation of the students in the module. Accordingly, those students in the Humanities generally did less well overall than those in the Sciences or Engineering. The end of course feedback from the students confirmed the tendency that the digital skills of the students, their familiarity with online modules, and the use of ICT tools could have contributed to these results.

Irrespective of the assigned faculty it was also noticed that students had clearly focused on the knowledge related activities to collect maximum marks, perhaps because these were deemed to be the easiest ones as they consisted of the completion of online quizzes and knowledge acquisition activities (such as writing down definitions on forum spaces). The students could score up to 40 marks in these activities, which would contribute to their overall marks. It is therefore suggestive that the learning activities related to knowledge acquisition would contribute more
significantly to the final performance grades of the students. A very strong relationship was established between those who had high marks in these activities and their overall performances. It was also found that strong positive relationships existed where those who had worked very well in the module, had in general worked well in all the components of that module. This confirms the findings of Beaudoin (2002) and Greller et al. (2017) that students who show higher degrees of commitment, i.e. learner engagement, will normally be more likely to have better performance grades.

Given that the final performances will be heavily influenced by the knowledge acquisition categories, the marks were normalised to see how things would present if all the categories carried equal weight. Interestingly, we found that for those who had low overall performances, knowledge acquisition would have a lower impact on the overall results than the activities needing higher order cognitive inputs and the practical activities. This is a significant finding from an instructional design perspective. While the allocation of a maximum of 40 marks in the knowledge acquisition category for first year students contributed to higher pass rates and overall good performances, it may be deduced that a different balance of the weighting could have helped low achievers to improve their overall performances. Students may have either consciously or subconsciously developed a complacent attitude towards the end of the module, after having achieved the minimum pass requirements for the module. If the weightings of other components were increased, students might conceivably have engaged more in critical skills activities, which could lead to a better performance in the knowledge creation and skills-building in the practical learning activities.

While the findings bring some clarity to the course mechanics and how things resulted in this module, it also illustrates how the performance of students could have been different if parameters had been adjusted differently. These considerations could then inform pedagogical conception and instructional design decisions. The first element is the need for careful instructional design of online courses, particularly where there is an intention to include learning activities targeted at the development of different types of skills. Second one is the need for careful consideration in the distribution of marks and the weighting given to these categories of activities. A recommendation is that for first year students a greater weighting of marks toward knowledge level activities will generally contribute towards high performances, and this could be gradually reviewed to include more critical evaluation skills as students move on to level 2 onwards in their studies. This is a form of learning analytics, mainly referred to as descriptive analytics. In line with Macfadyen and Dawson (2012), we can see this technique has helped to give some constructive meaning to the data gathered on the e-Learning platforms so as to better understand our students’ learning patterns. In turn, this can be used to revise pedagogical design to improve on the teaching and learning of online modules. The findings in this research lead us to reflect further on the potential of learning analytics in different forms, namely descriptive analytics which can present both the teacher and the learner with data about student interaction with online learning resources and their resulting contribution patterns of communication during the module. Real-time data gathering about students’ interactions can help predict a trend or tendency towards certain performance levels, and consequently could help students to achieve improved learning outcomes.

**Conclusion**

In this research educational data was collected for a large number of students who were enrolled on an online module at the University of Mauritius, in an attempt to understand the relationship between the quality of student participation in online
learning activities and their overall performances in the online course. It was concluded that the students had a general tendency to attempt more knowledge level activities and to score more marks in these activities. Those who performed very well in the module, performed generally well in all the different categories. Those who performed on the low side in general scored low marks in the other categories of learning activities. The weighting given to all learning activities also plays an important role and the knowledge acquisition category scores had more influence on the overall performances than other individual learning activities. However, it appears to be more important that the instructional design of courses is done in such a way that critical thinking skills development are promoted by a more balanced distribution of marks, as was found that when the weightings were normalized. Low achievers may have scored better if they put in some more effort to score higher marks in critical thinking related activities.
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